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is to say, they lay traps to find out whether their
advertisements have been seen by persons who write to
them or to retailers direct* If you see '* Apply to So and
so, Dept* F," you may know that in other papers the
letter of the alphabet will be different. That is the
simple plan; others are more complicated* None of
them is of much use*
In a general way the purchasing power of newspaper
readers can be roughly estimated* Nobody would
advertise the more expensive makes of motor-car in the
popular Press* Neither cheap household soap nor low-
priced teas need be looked for in Tie Times. Big circula-
tions are used chiefly by manufacturers of cigarettes and
cleansers, by the women's dress shops, by firms that offer
bargains of all sorts, by companies that build cheap
houses, by companies making " toilet preparations"
which publish puffs of them by titled women, accom-
panied by their portraits* To smear on their cheeks the
same stuff that is used by the Duchess of Leinster, Lady
Milbanke, Lady Mary St* Clair Erskine, and Lady Diana
Wellesley, " great-great grand-niece of the famous Duke
of Wellington/' gives factory girls, it seems, a peculiar
thrill*
Common enough in the stress of fierce newspaper com-
petition becomes the practice of running among the news
little pieces about advertisers' goods* One of the adver-
tisement chief's difficult passages is between the demands
for this sort of concealed and therefore specially valuable
publicity, and the repugnance of the News Editor to
admit it. Frequently the condition that editorial notice
shall appear accompanies orders for space. Not so fre-
quently advertisements disguised as news are accepted
at a high rate.
There are agencies which deal in " editorial publicity/'

